Similarties and Differences College and Elementary students

Story: Beaver Joey has just started college. Now that he is in college, Beaver Joey, still studies
every day, however his classes are in different building with different classmates. He remembers
that in elementary school, his classes were mostly in the same building with the same friends.
When he was in elementary school he lived at home with his family, but now that he is in college
he lives in a dormitory. In elementary school, his mom woke him up for school, but now that he is
in college, he has to wake up on his own to arrive at class on time. In elementary school, he
learned that eating well was important, now that he is in college he knows that eating well
means choosing fruits and vegetables when he goes to the cafeteria for lunch instead of eating
candy. In elementary school, he remembers running around the school’s playground for
exercise, but from the college tour he just took Beaver Joey discovered that in college he has a
football arena, soccer fields and gym to use for exercise. Although Beaver Joey has found many
things different at college than in elementary school, he still sees some similarities. Can you help
him name them?
Directions: Below are some statements that apply to different types of students. Next to each
statement, write either the letter C for College Student, the letter E for elementary student, or the
letter B for both.

Lives in a dormitory with other
students

Lives at home with family members or guardians

Wears a backpack to school

Needs to arrives to class on time

Needs to get enough sleep

Respects the teacher and does homework

Stays in same school building most of
the day with the same classmates
Needs to eat well such as fruits and
veggies

Can have different classes every day in different
buildings with different classmates
Has a football arena, soccer fields, and a giant
recreational facility

Has a playground, field or garden

Has a choice of what classes and subjects to study

Learning to read

Works in a science laboratory for some classes
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